
Delegate Suitcases Luggage Set 20" 24" 28"Carry On Trolley TSA Travel
Bag

RRP: $609.95

If travel is in your plans, don't leave home without this gorgeous three-

piece set of luggage by Delegate. Featuring secured TSA-approved locks

on the two larger bags, this set of trolley bags comes in three sizes: 20

inches, 24 inches, and 28 inches. With a soft inner mesh lining and a

cross-strap to secure your belongings, your clothing, shoes, and

cosmetics will be in good hands. On the outside, corner guard protectors,

as well as side and top handles, keep it safe and convenient, even in the

hands of rough baggage handlers.

No worries about the weather. With its water-resistant hard-shell exterior,

this luggage will hold up against anything Mother Nature can dish out.

With smooth dual wheels that spin in all directions, you'll find this

lightweight luggage easy to carry or manoeuvre on just about any terrain.

Its aluminium pull rod provides strength without adding extra weight, while

its combination lock adds extra security. For a stress-free trip, you need

luggage that can stand up under the tough demands of travel. Buy yours

now!

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Dimensions: (20"): 36 x 22 x 55 cm; (24”): 40 x 25 x 65 cm; (28”): 47
x 29 x 75 cm (W x D x L)
Dimensions with the handle pulled out: 103 cm
Quantity: 3
Weight (20”) 2.6 kg; ((24”) 3.2 kg; (28”): 4.0 kg
Colour: black
Volume (20”): 40 L, (24”): 65 L; (28”): 100 L
Wheels: Dual with 360° spin
Material: ABS, polyester, and aluminium
Type: Carry-on retractable trolley system
TSA-approved lock on 24” and 28” models
Secure combination lock
Super-lightweight construction
Mesh interior with a cross-strap to secure belongings
Water-resistant hard-shell exterior with corner guard protection
Top and side handles make it easy to carry
Aluminium pull-out handle
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